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SUMMARY

Results are summarized of an investigation to assess the infrastructure available and the technology readiness in order to develop computational simulation methods/software for concurrent engineering. These results demonstrate that development of computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering is timely. Extensive infrastructure, in terms of multi-discipline simulation, component-specific simulation, system simulators, fabrication process simulation, and simulation of uncertainties - fundamental to develop such methods, is available. An approach is recommended which can be used to develop computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering of propulsion systems and systems in general. Benefits and issues needing early attention in the development are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced structural systems in general and propulsion systems in particular are presently developed by a loosely integrated procedure where each participating discipline (research, design, analysis, fabrication, quality control/assurance, operation, and maintenance) performs its assigned task independently. This is often followed by manual iteration to establish interdisciplinary compatibility. The adequacy of the system is subsequently evaluated by extensive sub-component, component, and system tests. This process has produced aircraft propulsion systems with outstanding reliability and durability. The process, however, is costly and lengthy. A continuing challenge in a competitive environment is to achieve the same results in less time, more efficiently, and in a manner which allows for easier incorporation of new technology with equal confidence for safety.

A proposed alternative is a formal framework in the form of an integrated software system where all the participating engineering disciplines, mentioned previously, interact continuously (concurrent engineering) through discipline-dedicated work stations using a common database. Relevant discussions appear in recent proceedings of a workshop sponsored by NASA Headquarters (ref. 1). The discussions in this workshop focused on a feasibility investigation of the methodology readiness in order to undertake the development of Computational Simulation for Concurrent Engineering (CSCE). An important part of the investigation included available methodology infrastructure of (1) single and multi-discipline computational simulation and
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integrated computer programs to computationally simulate design/analysis/fabrication/processing of components, subcomponents and assemblies. An expected result from the investigation was that Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) concepts can be augmented and combined with discipline-specific computational simulation methods. The objective of this paper is to outline a computational simulation approach for the multi-disciplinary procedure through which propulsion systems can be conceived, designed, developed, installed, operated, and maintained.

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING - WHAT? WHY? HOW?

In this section we describe: (1) what is meant by concurrent engineering, (2) why there is a current awareness/emphasis on concurrent engineering and, (3) how may concurrent engineering be implemented and/or practiced. The description is by no means inclusive. However, it represents one interpretation and an assessment of these three important aspects of the subject.

1. What is Concurrent Engineering? In the simplest sense, concurrent engineering is the coupling of CAD/CAM - Computer Aided Design (CAD) with Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). It is a natural evolution since the results of computer aided design of a component in digitized form can readily be transferred to computer controlled machines to manufacture that component. This coupling also provides feedback to produce a design which is compatible with the machines. CAD/CAM provided the mechanism for designers and fabricators to participate concurrently (simultaneous feedback) to assure that the low cost design is also adaptable to low cost manufacturing. One perception is that concurrent engineering is the formation of tiger teams with experts from each discipline (design, manufacturing, quality assurance, others) which meet and brainstorm concurrently. This type of concurrent engineering is neither new (as anyone who has participated in proposal preparations and in new product development can readily attest), nor does it provide for the instantaneous feedback necessary for implementation of the discipline tasks. The proposed view of concurrent engineering is the process through which all participating disciplines interact concurrently “cradle to grave” through a common database to develop a low-cost, durable, reliable, and “maintenance-free” product in the shortest time possible.

2. Why Concurrent Engineering? Simply, because in a highly competitive world market, continuous improvements in the efficiency of the development cycle are necessary. An example for the development of a liquid propulsion system is schematically depicted in figure 1 (ref. 1). The approach shown is the traditional building block approach. As indicated in the figure, this approach is test intensive and, therefore, is time consuming. Though the traditional approach works and has resulted in successful and safe propulsion systems as previously mentioned, it can be improved by judicious use of recent developments in computational simulation methods and in computer hardware systems.

3. How is Concurrent Engineering Implemented and/or Practiced? The state-of-the-art of concurrent engineering may be summarized as follows (ref. 1): (1) mission requirements are used to identify an initial design concept, the participating engineering disciplines and their respective tasks; (2) each discipline performs its task independently, often leaving unresolved contradictory interdisciplinary requirements; (3) discipline participants in overlapping tasks interact with each other on as-needed basis to assess compatibility; (4) interdiscipline interactions are usually kept to a minimum which may result in overly conservative designs; (5) interfacing difficulties/anomalies are ironed out during fabrication and during development (test-stand) testing; (6) modifications to remedy shortcomings identified during test-stand or during operations are directed to and resolved by the specific discipline with seldom feedback to other participating disciplines; (7) no consideration is usually given to customers' feedback as a concurrent participant until the product is already on the market.
ASSESSMENT OF AVAILABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY READINESS

It must be clear by now, that the state-of-the-art of Concurrent Engineering is a complex and ad hoc process. Its formal development must build on available infrastructure which is evolutionary and consists of discipline-task or component-specific simulation computer programs. Some of these computer programs (computational simulators) can be used to demonstrate in a limited way and on a specific case basis, that computational simulation of concurrent engineering is not only feasible but timely. The following examples are selected to illustrate this point.

1. Structural Tailoring of Engine Blades - The concept and representative results are shown in figure 2 (ref. 2). This type of computational simulation permits the design of a blade to meet system (engine) performance requirements (ROI - Return on Investment) at considerably reduced time. The design defines the blade in all its details with hot and cold configurations. These configurations can be electronically transferred to computer controlled machines to fabricate blades which match disk assembly requirements. In addition, structural performance-specific values, for variables such as frequencies, displacements, and cyclic strains, are available which can be used for accept/reject quality criteria for verification and for in-service health monitoring.

2. Structural Tailoring of Turboprops - The concept and results of this specific example are shown in figure 3 (ref. 3). The various participating disciplines are listed as well as tailored results of the multifacet design. The tailored design specified the internal construction and the external geometry of the turboprops. All the details are in computer files which can be transferred to the shop to fabricate the blade. The fabrication requirements were formally represented by suitable constraints for (1) type of composite and fiber volume ratio, (2) ply thickness and number of plies per node, (3) type of spar, (4) spar shape, (5) type of adhesive, (6) cavity geometry, (7) angle of sweep, (8) twist angle, (9) camber, and (10) airfoil geometry tolerances. Specific values of response variables are available which can be used to qualify, verify, and certify the turboprop. This specific example illustrates the multi-discipline infrastructure, beyond simple CAD/CAM that is needed to develop computational simulation of the concurrent engineering process.

3. Passive Damping - A closely related example to turboprop tailoring is the identification of passive damping characteristics in the adhesive to suppress unanticipated vibration excitations. The concept and typical results are shown in figure 4. The damping characteristics to reduce vibration amplitudes by at least two orders of magnitude are quantified. Adhesives with these characteristics can be produced if not already available. The chemical process for producing such adhesives is another discipline which can be formalized and made a part of the participating disciplines of the Concurrent Engineering Simulation.

4. Engine Fan Blades Tailored for Ice Impact - The physics for this specific case are described schematically in figure 5 (ref 4). A block diagram of computer code to accomplish it is shown in figure 6. The multi-discipline concurrent interaction is identified by the radial lines. A blade internal configuration to effectively resist a specific size of a piece of ice is shown in figure 7. Local strains as functions of impact angle for general aviation aircraft forward speeds are shown in figure 8. The internal construction conforms to input for easy fabrication and the local strains provide information for blade quality assurance, verification, and health monitoring.

5. Acoustic Fatigue - This specific example is selected to illustrate how discipline-specific computer codes can be used to design composite laminates for increased fatigue resistance. The problem simulated and the discipline-specific codes are shown in figure 9 (ref 5). The schematics indicated how each discipline-specific computer code is used. The results from this simulation are shown in figure 10. As can be seen, laminates can be selected to increase the acoustic fatigue resistance by two orders of magnitude.
These laminate configurations with their respective fiber volume ratios can be readily made with routine fabrication methods.

6. Multi-Discipline Tailoring - A more sophisticated tailoring procedure is depicted schematically in figure 11 (in-house unpublished notes). The block diagram of the computer code is shown in figure 12. Typical results obtained are shown in figure 13. The schematics in figure 13 show the internal blade construction to achieve the desired results. As was mentioned previously, this information is available in files which are readily transferable to the shop to fabricate the blade with the specific internal construction. Again, fabrication tolerances are included as constraints on the thicknesses for the different layers and on the external blade geometry. These constraints assure that the fabricated blade will successfully pass all the design requirements.

7. Metal Matrix Laminate Tailoring - This example is selected to illustrate direct inclusion of fabrication process variables in the simulation. The general concept is illustrated schematically in figure 14 (ref. 6). The computer code to perform this simulation is shown schematically in figure 15. Results for maximum in-plane loads are shown in figure 16. The fabrication process to achieve these results is shown in figure 17. Though the tensile load did not change, the pressure consolidation time was reduced by at least 30 percent. The procedure also found a processing history to increase the compressive strength by about 50 percent.

8. Laminate Tailoring to Maximize Bending Loads - This last example is similar to the previous one. It is selected to demonstrate that the design and the fabrication process can be concurrently tailored to maximize the bending load carrying capacity of the laminate. The results are shown in figure 18 (in-house unpublished notes). Substantial increases in the bending load was achieved compared to the current process. The corresponding simulated fabrication process is shown in figure 19. The pressure history changes dramatically. The digital information for this history is in files which can readily be transferred to control the fabrication process to achieve it.

Collectively, these specific examples demonstrate that substantial infrastructure is available and evolving that is essential to develop methods to computationally simulate concurrent engineering of aerospace propulsion components.

SYSTEM SIMULATORS

The simulation methods for discipline-specific and/or component-specific tasks are integrated to simulate entire systems. These simulators are next to the last steps to develop computational simulators for Concurrent Engineering. Two such simulators are under development at Lewis Research Center for aeropropulsion systems. The first is an Engine Structures Computational Simulator (ESCS) (ref. 7) as shown in figure 20. The discipline modules logic flow block diagram is shown in figure 21. This block diagram demonstrates the concurrent interaction among participating disciplines as the design process evolves from mission definition to display of the tailored structural system. The second is a Numerical Propulsion System Simulator (NPSS) (ref. 8). NPSS is a higher level simulator than ESCS and includes major modules from ESCS as a module as well as other comparable modules from other participating disciplines to simulate the entire system from inlet to exhaust as is summarized in figure 22.

Both of these successively higher level simulators further demonstrate that concurrent multi-discipline interaction can be formalized and that computational simulation of concurrent engineering is very timely indeed. They also lead to the next level of simulation which is that for the vehicle as shown in figure 23.
ACCOUNTING FOR UNCERTAINTIES

A very important part in the resulting system/product of concurrent engineering is an accurate assessment of the product's reliability and risk. Simulation of product reliability and risk is most effectively performed by probabilistic methods. Over the past 8 years, Lewis Research Center has been developing Probabilistic Structural Analysis Methods (PSAM) for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) (ref. 9). The methodology has matured to the point where the uncertainties in load, structure, and material can be represented probabilistically. The corresponding uncertainties in the structural response can be quantified which can be subsequently used to assess component/system reliability and risk. The essence of the method is schematically illustrated in figure 24 (ref. 10). Typical results for an SSME blade are shown in figure 25. This approach can also be used to assess improvements in material processing versus probability of failure and cost as is shown in figure 26.

Accounting for uncertainties benefits the product/system development by: (1) minimizing the amount of testing required for qualification and certification, (2) relaxing fabrication tolerance of design parameters which have negligible influence on system performance and reliability, (3) widening the window for material acceptance criteria in situations where certain material characteristics are insignificant to product reliability, (4) bypassing the presently emerging concept of fuzzy theory application to product design - since quantification of uncertainties inherently defines the acceptable product performance range which fuzzy theory is supposed to determine by the use of a subjectively determined quality function. This function can be readily represented by a suitable segment of the cumulative probability distribution function. The methodology readiness to account for uncertainties, reliability and risk is sufficiently mature to be incorporated in computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering or component assemblies and even vehicles (fig. 27). In addition, PSAM can also be used to develop alternate models for material fabrication, assembly, quality, verification, and certification testing which will be required to implement computational simulation of concurrent engineering. Another feature is the sensitivities of design/processing/fabrication/etc. variables on desirable performance characteristics for specified reliability.

COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION FOR CONCURRENT ENGINEERING - NEEDS
IDENTIFICATION AND PROPOSED APPROACH

Needs Identified - The following were identified during the feasibility investigation for the computational simulation of concurrent engineering (ref. 1). The state-of-the-art practice includes computational simulation of individual facets of concurrent engineering. It does not formalize the entire process. In order to fully implement computational simulation of the concurrent engineering process, the following need to be developed: (1) Coupled multi-disciplinary (from concept definition to retirement for-cause and even disposal) methods/software system for simultaneous interaction among participating disciplines through discipline-specific work stations - the discipline-specific and component-specific examples described previously are parts of these multi-disciplinary methods; (2) automated communication links to initiate and carry activities in each discipline task simultaneously, allowing uninterrupted interaction and feedback between tasks; (3) discipline-specific expert systems which permit nonexpert or neophyte participation; (4) smart neural nets for information processing within the database and communication to and from the discipline work stations; (5) adaptive methods to continuously upgrade the database from updates in each discipline task as well as from new technologies/materials/other relevant inventions; (6) zooming methods to quickly and automatically focus on priority discipline tasks, problem areas, and strategic issues; (7) efficient and interactive multi-disciplinary graphic displays at all stages of the system development cycle; (8) methods to verify system in-service performance while ascertaining system reliability integrated from
the reliabilities of the participating disciplines; and (9) software adaptable to various hardware platforms: serial, parallel processors, others.

Proposed Approach Plan - Based on the previous discussion, a plan for the proposed approach emerged and is described as follows: “Integrate software packages for the computational simulation of multi-disciplinary procedures through which propulsion structural systems are developed (conceived, designed, fabricated, verified, certified), installed and operated.” A schematic of this proposed plan is shown in figure 28. The plan is intricate and closed looped. The multi-discipline facets are shown at the top; the concurrent engineering computational simulation is at the center; and the simulated system evolution is at the bottom. It is envisioned that this software system will consist of: (1) work station with discipline-specific modules, dedicated expert systems, and local databases, (2) a central executive module with a global database and with communication links for concurrent interaction with the multi-discipline work stations, (3) unsupervised-learning neural nets, (4) adaptive methods for condensing and incorporating information as the system evolves, (5) zooming methods, (6) graphic displays, and (7) computer-generated files for computer controlled fabrication machines. The software system can be readily verified, as it evolves by applying it to simulate the development experience of existing propulsion systems with flight service. It is believed that the simulation process can be performed within 12 months once the system is in place. Implementation of the system depends on the resources available. The authors recommend to start with a component first and then progressively evolve the computational simulation to represent the whole system.

Implementation and practicing of concurrent engineering requires a cultural change in the way we presently develop new products/systems. In a recent symposium (ref. 11), it was pointed out that: (1) concurrent engineering, as presently practiced, is hindered by cultural barriers and interpersonal conflicts between the multi-discipline participants including procurement professionals. Computational simulation of concurrent engineering offers a quantifiable unbiased means to overcome such cultural barriers. For example, it would greatly reduce the cultural barriers by maximizing the flow of information/interaction among the multi-discipline participants, while minimizing and possibly eliminating personal and parochial conflicts; (2) concurrent engineering requires more active participation of the management, at all levels and co-location of the participating discipline team members. Again, computational simulation provides a suitable and efficient vehicle to accommodate both of these, (3) concurrent engineering is hindered by frequent meetings. In the computational simulation alternative the participants interact concurrently through their discipline-specific workstations with no need for meetings thereby resulting in more effective use of engineering effort. Another significant roadblock is the management of the tremendous amount of information generated throughout the product development cycle. The computational simulation of concurrent engineering provides efficient management of the evolving information for instantaneous feedback and simultaneous improvements.

As a part of any implementation plan, simulation models for material processing, fabrication process, quality assurance, total quality and system risk management need be available. If not, these should be developed up front since simulation models (of one form or another) are available for the other participating disciplines. Another important aspect is the hardware. In preparing this report, it was tacitly assumed that the hardware will be available. Obviously, the hardware needs to be configured for specific implementations. A recent issue of “Computer-Aided Engineering” (12/91) is devoted to available hard-ware for CAD/CAM.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Computational simulation methods/software for concurrent engineering to be effective must include the following as a minimum: (1) workstations with discipline-specific modules, dedicated expert systems,
and local databases, (2) a central executive module with a global database and with communication links for concurrent interaction with the multi-discipline work stations, (3) unsupervised-learning neural nets, (4) adaptive methods for condensing and incorporating information as the system evolves, (5) zooming methods, (6) graphic displays, and (7) computer-generated files for computer controlled fabricating machines. The software system can be readily verified, as it evolves by applying it to simulate the development experience from previous/current propulsion systems with flight service. The technology readiness to develop computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering is assessed in terms of infrastructure, system simulators, and accounting for uncertainties. Select examples for each of these are included to demonstrate that the infrastructure (methodology readiness) is available and the development of computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering is timely.
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### STAT - STRUCTURAL TAILORING OF TURBOPROP BLADES

![Diagram of turboprop stage and propeller](image1)
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**TYPICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFFICIENCY, %</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>83.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR FIELD NOISE, DB</td>
<td>143.8</td>
<td>137.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT, LB</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>[-0.853, 4.201]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF PASSIVE DAMPING IN COMPOSITE TURBOPROPS

![Diagram of turboprop stage and propeller](image2)
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**ADHESIVES WITH DESIRABLE VIBRATION DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS CAN BE COMPUTATIONALLY IDENTIFIED AS FUNCTIONS OF MODULUS (E) AND SHEAR STRESS (τ)**

![Graphs of undamped and damped responses](image3)
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Figure 5
A Schematic of Ice Impact on an Engine Blade
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**Figure 23**
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Abstract:
Results are summarized of an investigation to assess the infrastructure available and the technology readiness in order to develop computational simulation methods/software for concurrent engineering. These results demonstrate that development of computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering is timely. Extensive infrastructure, in terms of multi-discipline simulation, component-specific simulation, system simulators, fabrication process simulation, and simulation of uncertainties - fundamental to develop such methods, is available. An approach is recommended which can be used to develop computational simulation methods for concurrent engineering of propulsion systems and systems in general. Benefits and issues needing early attention in the development are outlined.